
N4 as a Service Solution - The best gets better

As the market leader in Terminal Operating Systems, Navis is continuing to lead and forge new innovation 
with the release of N4 as a Service. 

N4 as a Service is a cloud based, Navis-managed TOS that provides provisioning, installation and system 
monitoring to simplify your operations. It has all the goodness and reliability of N4, made simpler and 
more cost effective. Modern cloud technology has evolved to a point where we have real-time  
responsiveness for any type of operation virtually anywhere in the world.

With N4 as a Service, your overhead for system management is handled by Navis. Included with N4 as a 
Service you get Monitoring and Diagnostics and Database Maintenance, two hosted services through 
Navis 360 Managed Services. This means no more buying new servers as you grow, and you can reduce 
your need for costly IT and DBA resources, significantly reducing your total cost of ownership. Navis N4 
customers who have made the transition to Hosted N4 are lowering their operating costs up to 30%.

N4 AS A
SERVICE
There are many complexities and costs involved with purchasing, installing and maintaining an on 
premise TOS.

The obvious costs range from building and maintaining a data center, servers with various 3rd party 
licenses, power and electricity, to racks, cabling, routers, back ups and cooling system costs. These 
capital expenditures add up quickly. There are also additional operational support costs associated with 
managing and maintaining an on premise TOS - everything from refreshing servers and licenses to 
improper system maintenance and risks associated with misconfigurations.

For more information, visit www.navis.com



Looking Ahead

N4 as a Service

LEARN MORE AT WWW.NAVIS.COM

Deploy N4 within 
hours, not months

Built-in monitoring and diagnostics 
as well as database management 
with Navis 360 Managed Services

Available for any size 
terminal and on any 
version of OnPrem N4

Hassle free upgrades with 
less downtime 

Scale your TOS 
seamlessly as your 
terminal grows in size

Simplified subscription pricing

Lower your Total Cost of 
Ownership - Eliminate 
capital expenditures and 
lower operating costs

N4 as a Service allows our customers to future-proof their terminal operations by laying a strong 
foundation of a robust and modular architecture that allows your TOS to grow alongside your terminal. 
That’s the beauty of our cloud architecture - it scales seamlessly with your business.

Upgrade to the cloud and realize all the benefits 
it will deliver for your terminal operations.

Navis customers who are currently on older, on premise versions of 
N4 are prime candidates to realize the benefits of N4 as a Service. 


